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The aim of this project was to produce

a borrowing potential scoring system,

based on numerous factors. This task

is important because the circular

economy boosts local communities,

strives for universal access and

minimises environmental impacts [1].
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RELATED WORK
The Library of Things (LoT) is a social

enterprise, which loans everyday

household items, saving the consumer

money and reducing waste [2]. These

goals align with the circular economy,

however only 10% of the global

economy is circular [3].

“Global environmental problems

demand a change in consumer

behaviour” [4]
N. Ameli (2017, p.3294)

It is projected that by 2050, 55% of the

global population will reside in cities [5].

There is a corresponding estimated

increase in global material

consumption, of 100 billion tonnes by

2050 [6]. A concerning 80% of

household items are used in less than a

month [1]. Moreover, the production

phase of household items, use up to

90% of the products energy production

in its lifespan [4]. Therefore, the LoT

provides a platform to minimise this

waste. Moreover, circular economy

focused enterprises can promote social

equity, providing access for those who

cannot afford a product outright, and act

as a hub for the local community [2].

However, the motivations behind

participation in access-based

consumption schemes are largely

unknown, with limited studies

conducted so far, of which the majority

have been qualitative in nature [7].

Therefore, there is a gap in the

literature on the circular economy. This

dissertation aimed to address this gap,

through conducting quantitative

research, analysing a range of variables

that may reflect use or lack of use of

circular economy initiatives.

AIM/RESEARCH QUESTION(S)
Overall Aim: Establish where LoT

locations would be best placed in London

to maximise the benefits of the circular

economy.

Forming the following RQs:

1) What do the consumer and store

statistics of existing LoT’s

demonstrate?

2) Which demographics are most likely

to use a LoT?

3) How can the findings from this

analysis be used to form an overall

scorecard of locations?

DATA
The data utilised in this investigation

primarily consisted of open source data.

This included London Datastore, CDRC

and ONS data for demographic,

transport, and retail analysis, which is

available at different spatial scales (e.g.

Borough, LSOA, MSOA). Borrowing

data provided by the LoT included

customer data, detailing the item loaned,

costs, spatial information, date of loan

and site locations. This was used to

define catchment areas, to analyse

where customers have visited from. This

data was also used to produce the

dependent variable for the regression

analysis. Time-series analysis, using

through the door footfall, also highlighted

the existing stores performance.

METHODS
The focuses of this investigation were,

demographics, consumer behaviour,

retail trends, accessibility and footfall.

Spatial and retail analysis took place,

by developing catchment areas, and

analysing the location of the stores to

other retail sites. Machine learning and

propensity modelling approaches

including OLS regression, GWR and K-

means clustering analysis were used in

the analysis of the demographic,

accessibility and consumer data. The

regression analysis highlighted the

statistically significant variables to the

dependent variable (number of

customers per LSOA), and K-Means

LoT Catchment Area at 10, 20, 50, 80 & 80+ (%).
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clustering, grouped these variables. This 

demonstrated the propensity of the 

population to use an LoT based on 

existing consumer data. This culminated 

in the production of an interactive map, 

where a user can click on an LSOA, 

returning a fact file based on the 

likelihood of the area to use a LoT. 
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